Recent studies have focused on understanding the neural mechanisms underlying the emergence of clinical signs and symptoms in early stage Huntington disease (HD). Although cell-based assays have focused on cell autonomous effects of mutant huntingtin, animal HD models have revealed alterations in the function of neuronal networks, particularly those linking the cerebral cortex and striatum. These findings are complemented by metabolic imaging studies of disease progression in premanifest subjects. Quantifying metabolic progression at the systems level may identify network biomarkers to aid in the objective assessment of new disease-modifying therapies and identify new regions that merit mechanistic study in HD models.

Neuropathology in Huntington disease

Huntington disease (HD) is caused by expansion of a CAG repeat in the huntingtin (Htt) gene. Expansion of the repeat length beyond 35 CAGs significantly elevates disease risk (1). The Htt gene is ubiquitously expressed in the brain with relative enrichment in cortical pyramidal neurons projecting to the striatum but relatively low levels in striatal projection neurons (2, 3).

Although there are clear effects in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus, the most pronounced neuropathology in HD is found in the striatum (4, 5). The striatum is a key component of the basal ganglia, an interconnected set of subcortical nuclei involved in the regulation of how to act (and not act) in particular contexts (6). The striatum is composed primarily of GABAergic projection neurons with dendrites that are heavily studded with spines. These spiny projection neurons (SPNs) can be subdivided into two major classes on the basis of their axonal projection, dendritic size, and physiology as well as their expression of dopamine receptors and releasable peptides (7, 8). SPNs that project to the external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe) and substantia nigra pars reticulata form the direct SPN (dSPN) pathway because they indirectly control the nuclei that interface between the basal ganglia and the rest of the brain. SPNs that project to the internal segment of the globus pallidus (GPi) and substantia nigra pars reticulata form the indirect SPN (iSPN) pathway. iSPNs are smaller and more excitable than dSPNs (Figure 1 and ref. 9); this difference is very likely to reflect a tonic negative modulation of iSPNs by dopamine acting at D2 receptors. In contrast, dSPNs are positively modulated by D1 receptors that appear to only be activated by transient elevations in dopamine release produced by bursts of action potentials in dopaminergic neurons (10).

iSPNs and dSPNs are generally thought to play complementary roles in movement control and action selection. Both SPN populations have a rich, highly convergent synaptic connectivity with glutamatergic neurons distributed throughout much of the cerebral cortex (11). Both populations also have rich connectivity with glutamatergic neurons in the thalamus (12). A broad array of experimental evidence supports the proposition that iSPNs help to suppress cortical selection of unwanted movements or actions, whereas dSPNs help to promote cortical selection of particular actions (6, 13). These roles are particularly well characterized in situations in which the action leads to reward or punishment.

In the early stages of HD, chorea (hyperkinesia) is one of the most prominent symptoms. This feature is strongly correlated with iSPN dysfunction and phenotypic decline (4, 14, 15). What is less clear is why there is loss of function in this projection system. The ability of D2 receptor antagonists and an inhibitor of the type 2 vesicular monoamine transporter (tetrabenazine) — which decreases striatal dopamine (DA) release — to ameliorate chorea (16–18) suggests that the loss of function is a consequence of a deficit in the ability of cortical neurons to drive activity in iSPNs. D2 DA receptors are important negative modulators of excitability and glutamatergic synaptic transmission in iSPNs (19) (see below for more discussion of the potential role of DA in HD).

A reduction in iSPN GABA release will disinhibit autonomously active GPe neurons, resulting in diminished basal ganglia inhibition of motor thalamus, hyperkinesia, and altered cortical activity. In the later stages of HD, the pathology has spread to dSPNs, resulting in difficulty in initiating movements (5, 14).

Although less severe than the pathology in the striatum, there is clear pathology elsewhere in the brain. Neuropathological changes have been found in the cerebral cortex, globus pallidus, thalamus, subthalamic nucleus (STN), substantia nigra, hypothalamus, and cerebellum in later stages of the disease (5, 20–24). Imaging studies also have shown widespread volumetric changes in HD patients, particularly in the cerebral cortex (25).

HD pathogenesis is rooted in network dysfunction

The mechanisms underlying the neurodegeneration seen in HD are actively being pursued on several fronts. As detailed in recent reviews, much of the study in the HD field has focused on cell autonomous mechanisms, revealing that mutant Htt (mHtt) can alter a panoply of critical processes including gene transcription, protein trafficking, autophagy, Ca2+ homeostasis, and mitochondrial respiration (1, 26).

In the simplest scenario, in which cell autonomous effects dominate pathogenesis, the consequences of mHtt expression would be directly related to expression level. That is, the more mHtt, the more severe the pathophysiology and degeneration. Although there is a correlation between global expression of mHtt and pathology, this clearly is not the case when comparing different regions within an individual brain (1). Even within the striatum, neuron vulnerability and mHtt expression level are not correlated (3). The alternative possibility is that the impact of mHtt is modulated by cellular phenotype or interactions
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between cells (non-autonomous deficits). As discussed below, most of the available evidence point to some combination of these two possibilities.

One of the most widely discussed “interaction” models of HD casts it as a neurotrophic disorder (27). The evidence for this model comes from several lines of study. Of the four neurotrophins released in the brain, brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is the one implicated in HD. BDNF expression is decreased in the cortex, and its receptor (TrkB) is decreased in the striatum of human HD patients, suggesting a deficit in cortical neurotrophic support of the striatum (28). In animal models of HD, cortical BDNF expression is reduced (29, 30). Moreover, downregulating BDNF in striatum in mice worsens the HD phenotype, whereas elevating BDNF expression in the forebrain alleviates the HD phenotype (31–34). Studies demonstrating a role for Htt in axonal transport of BDNF strengthen this argument by providing a mechanism by which BDNF delivery to the striatum might be impaired in HD (35), but this point is somewhat controversial (36).

As appealing as it is, there are significant gaps in this story line. One gap is the tissue specificity of the defect. Alterations in BDNF expression appear to be regionally selective (1), suggesting that expression defects are shaped by cellular phenotype or the network in which neurons are embedded. This opens the door to the possibility that the changes in BDNF expression in HD are secondary to some other effect of mHtt, in spite of the data linking it to the expression of Htt. Along these lines, an elegant series of experiments using regionally selective expression of mHtt has shown that recapitulation of the key features of the HD phenotype demand simultaneous expression in both cortex and striatum (37). Identifying which circuits are most affected in HD, and when, could be very instructive. Metabolic mapping (as described below) in HD patients is one way to obtain this information.

Another gap in the neurotrophic theory is that it does not clearly define the role BDNF plays in the pathophysiology of the adult striatum. Loss of cortical BDNF delivery has little impact on the development and maturation of the striatum (38), perhaps because both the mesencephalon and thalamus also provide BDNF to the striatum. In other brain regions, BDNF and TrkB signaling shape synaptic signaling in adult neurons by either increasing basal AMPA receptor signaling at glutamatergic synapses (39) or by facilitating the late phase of long-term potentiation (LTP) of glutamatergic synapses (40). Much less is known about the functions of BDNF and TrkB signaling in the striatum. A recent study has shown that although both classes of SPN express TrkB receptors, expression was dramatically higher in iSPNs of wild-type mice (41). The implications of this difference have yet to be fully determined. What the authors of this study did show was that deleting TrkB receptors significantly increased the somatic excitability of iSPNs, but not dSPNs. This shift in iSPNs could reflect a homeostatic adaptation to a reduction in the strength or number of glutamatergic synapses following TrkB deletion. Consistent with this conjecture, BDNF and TrkB signal-

![Figure 1](http://www.jci.org) Dichotomous anatomy and physiology of dSPNs and iSPNs. (A) Reconstructions of biocytin-filled dSPNs and iSPNs from P35–P45 BAC transgenic mice; a GABAergic interneuron is shown for comparison. (B) Plot of dendritic intersections in dSPNs and iSPNs as a function of distance from the soma that was derived from 3-dimensional reconstructions. (C) Summary of the responses of dSPNs and iSPNs to a range of intrasomatic current steps; iSPNs were more excitable over a broad range of injected currents. Adapted with permission from *Journal of Neuroscience* (9).
ing enhanced LTP induction at glutamatergic synapses on striatal SPNs (42) and, thus, their downregulation in HD would be expected to impair LTP (43, 44), as described in other regions (45, 46). This could prevent cortical neurons from effectively activating iSPNs to suppress unwanted activity.

This impairment could be exacerbated by elevated DA release and increased D2 receptor signaling in HD. D2 receptor signaling promotes long-term depression (LTD) at corticostriatal synapses (19). Consistent with this view, impairing DA uptake exacerbated the HD phenotype and reducing DA release with tetrabenazine improved motor behavior in a mouse model (47, 48). The drop in CB1 receptor expression in HD patients (49) and HD models (50–52) could be a compensation in response to elevated D2 receptor signaling in HD: LTD in iSPN is mediated by presynaptic CB1 receptors activated by postsynaptically generated endocannabinoids (53). Deficits in striatal glutamatergic synaptic transmission have been seen in HD models, particularly at ages at which symptoms are evident (54). However, much remains to be done to tie these deficits to mechanisms that could be therapeutically manipulated. In particular, it remains to be determined whether these deficits are specific to iSPNs, dSPNs, or interneurons (44), and whether they are presynaptic or postsynaptic in origin. It is also unclear whether they are present at cortical synapses or thalamic synapses (or both).

Lastly, the BDNF hypothesis does not account for the neurodegeneration seen in HD. Indeed, there is cell loss in mice in which the Bdnf gene has been deleted from corticostriatal projection neurons (31), but this loss is modest and is only evident at the end of the mouse’s life. Thus, it is likely that there is another factor mediating neuronal loss in HD. Two new studies have provided a potential clue. In SPNs from HD mice, there has long been the suggestion that NMDA receptor (NMDAR) function is altered (1). In a recent study of SPNs in a presymptomatic mouse HD model that expresses full-length human mHtt with a 128-glutamine tract (YAC128), it was found that extrasynaptic NMDARs enriched in the NR2B subunit were elevated (55). These receptors were activated only by intense synaptic stimulation that led to glutamate spillover out of the synapse. In contrast, at this early point in time, synaptic AMPA receptors and NMDARs appeared normal, suggesting that BDNF signaling was not altered. In older symptomatic mice, partial blockade of these extrasynaptic NMDARs with memantine alleviated motor symptoms. This is obviously of potential clinical importance, but the role of these extrasynaptic NMDARs was unclear. An earlier study had shown that, unlike synaptic NMDARs that promoted aggregation and sequestration of mHtt, extrasynaptic NMDARs inhibited CREB signaling, leading to disaggregation of toxic mHtt (56). These studies suggest that activation of extrasynaptic NMDARs in SPNs could be an early event in HD pathogenesis and SPN loss, notwithstanding previous work suggesting that in the R6/1 and R6/2 mouse models, SPNs are resistant to NMDAR toxicity (57, 58).

These studies do not address why extrasynaptic NMDARs rise in HD models (or whether the change was peculiar to SPNs). There is no reason to believe that alterations in BDNF signaling underlie this change. Milnerwood and Raymond suggested that activation of the Ca2+-dependent protease calpain could cleave a synaptic targeting sequence of NR2B subunits, causing their “misplacement” (55, 59–61). There is evidence of elevated calpain activity in the striatum of YAC128 mice, perhaps due to a greater propensity for SPNs in HD mice to elevate dendritic Ca2+ concentration in response to synaptic activity. This could happen in a number of ways; for example, there could be greater synchrony in cortical or thalamic activity, leading to stronger engagement of NMDARs (54). A relevant and poorly understood feature of SPNs in this regard is their cycling between down-states and up-states (62). In each of these states, the membrane potential of SPNs is relatively stereotyped. In the down-state, the membrane potential is hyperpolarized (approximately −85 mV), about 30–40 mV from the action potential threshold. In the up-state, the membrane potential is more depolarized (approximately −60 mV), close to the threshold for action potential generation. During up-states, dendritic Ca2+ concentration surely rises as NMDARs lose their Mg2+ block and voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels open, potentially into the range needed to activate calpain. However, it isn’t clear whether this process is altered in HD. Modest mHtt-induced alterations in the targeting of voltage-dependent ion channels controlling the duration of these up-states could result in elevations in dendritic Ca2+ concentration, increasing calpain activation. Another possibility is that mHtt alters mobilization of intracellular Ca2+ stores in response to normal glutamatergic synaptic input. Some time ago, it was shown that mHtt is capable of interacting with inositol trisphosphate receptors (IP3Rs) in the endoplasmic reticulum, enhancing their open probability and elevating intracellular Ca2+ release (63). Increased activation of D1 DA receptors, activation of protein kinase A, and phosphorylation of IP3Rs could exacerbate this dysregulation of intracellular Ca2+ (64). Whether one or more of these mechanisms is altered in HD models and contributes to misplacement of NMDARs remains to be determined.

It is also worth noting in this context that the excitotoxicity hypothesis of HD (65), once thought to be dead, has been resurrected by new insights into kynurenine metabolism (66). This new work raises the possibility that extrasynaptic NMDARs might be targeted by quinolinic acid released by microglia, promoting neurodegeneration in the later stages of the disease.

Homeostatic alterations in network activity

Even though the pathophysiology in HD is likely to originate in the corticostriatal connection, with time it is likely to spread. Neurons are homeostatic entities, preferring to spike within a particular range of frequencies set by their developmentally determined phenotype (67). Sustained deviations from their set point typically trigger a cascade of adaptations ranging from synaptic scaling (adjusting synaptic strength up or down to achieve a desired level of activity) to alterations in the expression of intrinsic ionic mechanisms governing spiking — all aimed at enforcing homeostasis (67). In models of Parkinson disease (PD), for example, the loss of DA and inhibitory D2 receptor signaling triggers a rapid and profound pruning of corticostriatal synapses in iSPNs, ostensibly in an attempt to reduce spiking (68). This adaptation is not entirely successful, and there are a host of secondary changes in intrinsic excitability and dendritic morphology that evolve over the weeks following lesioning dopaminergic fibers (69). Even though the principal target of the dopaminergic innervation lost in PD is the striatum, the response to its loss spreads to other parts of the basal ganglia with time. A recently described example involves the GPe. Soon after near complete dopaminergic denervation, STN and GPe neurons begin to spike in frequent, rhythmic bursts (70). This pathological activity pattern is widely thought to underlie motor symptoms in PD. In response to this shift in activity, GPe neurons adapt by downregulating the expression of hyperpolarization- and cyclic nucleotide–gated channels that help support...
autonomous pacemaking (71). Adaptations of this kind are likely to occur throughout the basal ganglia and the networks it influences (e.g., cerebral cortex) (72).

As in PD, there is compelling evidence from HD patients that the activity of the GPe-STN network is altered and that the pathophysiology is linked to motor symptoms (73, 74). Electrical stimulation of basal ganglia output neurons in the GPI ameliorates HD symptoms (75). What is less clear is the origin of this pathological activity: it could be the cerebral cortex, the striatum, or the GPe-STN network itself. Brain imaging in premanifest HD patients offers a potential method of tracking the emergence of pathophysiology as well as delineating a “functional natural history” of the disorder. Knowledge of the specific time line of the changes in brain structure and function that occur before and during phenoconversion can help direct translational studies aimed at the development of new therapeutics for HD.

Functional imaging in HD
Among neurodegenerative disorders, HD is unique in that individuals destined to develop symptoms can be identified through genetic testing before clinical signs of the disease begin. This raises the possibility of developing therapies to prevent or delay the onset of clinical manifestations in HD gene carriers. Therefore, substantial effort has been dedicated to the characterization of quantitative descriptors of disease progression in premanifest individuals. In particular, imaging tools such as PET and MRI have been employed to assess changes in regional brain structure and function in early-stage disease (see refs. 76 and 77 for recent reviews). As we shall see, these approaches have relied mainly on the measurements of structure (local tissue volume) and function (cerebral metabolism/blood flow, D2 receptor binding) in single brain regions, particularly the striatum. The rationale behind the “striato-centric” approach of most human imaging studies in HD is rooted in the experimental literature. While striatal cell death and consequent volume loss are consistent features of HD mouse models, a period of sustained (and potentially reversible) metabolic dysfunction has been found to precede local cell loss (82), led to the development of [11C] raclopride (RAC) PET as the basis for an alternative imaging biomarker of disease progression (83, 84). In fact, in a later cross-sectional RAC PET study, striatal D2 receptor binding was found to be more sensitive to early HD pathology than corresponding assessments of regional metabolism in the same subjects (85). Nonetheless, efforts again shifted when it was observed that ongoing volume loss in the striatum and in other regions can be assessed simply and non-invasively using MRI volumetrics (86, 87). Irrespective of the relative strengths and weaknesses of these imaging approaches, the measurement of progression in single brain regions (whether of local metabolic activity, D2 receptor binding, or tissue volume) does not take into account the systems-level changes that are likely to be present even at the earliest disease stages. Recent computational advances have indeed allowed for the characterization of network-based functional imaging biomarkers to quantify disease progression.

Metabolic network activity in premanifest HD
Network analysis of metabolic imaging data acquired in the rest state has recently been performed to identify and validate HD-related spatial covariance patterns (HDPs) in premanifest subjects (88). The mathematical-statistical model that was employed had been used extensively in prior studies of the network changes associated with the progression and treatment of PD as well as other movement disorders (89–91). It is based on the notion that small and biologically relevant signals can be detected in functional brain images after minimizing the substantive variability that exists across subjects and brain regions. This approach, which is based on principal components analysis, generates spatial covariance patterns associated with the clinically manifest disease or with the preclinical prodromal state. This method of pattern detection is performed in the entire sample, blind to subject class (patient or healthy subject) or genotype (mutation carriers or control). Moreover, spatial covariance analysis utilizes metabolic data from the entire brain without a priori assumptions regarding the contributions of specific regions to the resulting patterns. Importantly, once a significant pattern has been identified, its expression in a given subject can be computed prospectively from that individual’s scan. The resulting network values (subject scores) can discriminate between groups and/or be correlated with independent clinical, behavioral, neurophysiologic, or biochemical disease descriptors. These patterns typically exhibit increased signal-to-noise with disease progression, which together with the objective, data-driven features of this algorithm make it an optimal tool to evaluate early abnormalities in functional brain organization in neurodegenerative disorders such as HD.

The utility of this approach is evident in the longitudinal study published by our group (88), in which baseline metabolic imaging data from 12 premanifest gene carriers and 12 healthy control subjects were analyzed as a combined group. The resulting HDRP was characterized by reductions in striatal and anterior cingulate metabolic activity, with associated metabolic increases in the ventrolateral (VL) thalamus, cerebellum/dentate nucleus, and in the primary motor and visual regions of the cerebral cortex (Figure 2A). Subject scores for this pattern were elevated in the premanifest cohort rela-
To healthy controls. Longitudinal analysis (Figure 2B) revealed a significant increase in HDRP expression from baseline to 18 months and a subsequent decline from 18 to 44 months. Interestingly, the changes in HDRP activity over time did not correlate with simultaneous measurements of striatal D2 receptor binding, suggesting that the two processes evolve independently at the early stages of the disease. Further, HDRP expression was found to correlate with predicted years to clinical onset, a function of subject CAG repeat length and age (92). Indeed, gene carriers with elevated HDRP scores at baseline were more likely to phenoconvert (i.e., develop overt clinical manifestations of HD) over the ensuing 44 months than those with baseline HDRP expression in the normal range (60% for scores ≥1.5; 14% for scores in the normal range) (88). These observations suggest that this disease-related functional measure is a relevant descriptor of the underlying biological process.

The HDRP topography likely represents a combination of regional cell loss, metabolic effects occurring distally at remote nodes of the network, and compensatory changes in brain function. Widespread changes in tissue volume occur in premanifest HD subjects at both subcortical and cortical sites (20, 93–95), which can contribute to the changes seen on imaging. Nonetheless, in a recent study combining network quantification with MRI voxel-based morphometry, it was found that volume loss in the longitudinal scan data did not affect estimated rates of network progression in premanifest subjects (96). This suggests that the functional changes captured by metabolic imaging in premanifest subjects are generally independent of ongoing loss of tissue volume. Moreover, the non-linear trajectory of HDRP progression in the preclinical period, with a decline (rather than an increase) in network activity between 18 and 44 months, suggests the presence of adaptive and/or compensatory processes that slow as symptom onset nears.

Changes in regional metabolic activity with disease progression

Insights into the potential compensatory function of the HDRP have been provided by the analysis of the time course of regional metabolic activity at key nodes of the HDRP network (88). Measures of striatal metabolic activity (Figure 3A) were found to be significantly below normal throughout the duration of the study, with relatively greater reductions in the premanifest HD subjects who eventually phenoconverted during the 44-month follow-up period. Interestingly, significant elevations in thalamic metabolism, localized to the VL and mediodorsal (MD) nuclei (Figure 3B), were evident in the premanifesting baseline scans of these sub-
jects. Whereas increased levels of thalamic metabolic activity were sustained in the premanifesting subjects who did not subsequently phenoconvert, a progressive loss of this compensatory response was observed in those who became symptomatic during the ensuing follow-up period. Of note, increased activation in the MD thalamus was observed in the same subjects during the performance of a motor learning task (97). The precise mechanism mediating the thalamic response to progressive dysfunction and/or loss of striatal projection neurons is not understood. Nonetheless, it is likely that positive feedback from the thalamus, particularly the intralaminar nuclei, to the striatum is involved (98). As the disease progresses, this compensatory response appears to attenuate, perhaps as a consequence of inherent thalamic cell loss (95, 99–102). Moreover, the observed metabolic decline in the VL thalamus may also reflect changes in afferent synaptic activity from basal ganglia output structures. In any event, the regional data are consistent with the notion that symptom onset in HD is associated with a cortical degree of attrition to the disease process (79). That said, several lines of evidence suggest that abnormal cellular metabolism may be a feature of the neuropathological process underlying HD. Non-neuronal tissues and in brain, increases in lactate levels have been demonstrated (88). Abnormally reduced metabolic activity has been found to be involved in HD both functionally (103, 104) and as a locus of primary cell loss (20, 105). Indeed, significant reductions in cingulate metabolism were present at the earliest preclinical time point, suggesting that this functional change is central to the disease process. This observation in premanifest individuals accords with the notion that corticostriatal neurons are critical to the development of the earliest behavioral features of the disease (see, for example, ref. 37). By contrast, metabolic increases in the cerebellum (Figure 3D) were greater in the premanifest subjects who ultimately phenoconverted. However, unlike thalamic hypermetabolism, metabolic activity in the cerebellum continued to increase in subjects phenoconverted (88). This suggests that the metabolic changes in the region are linked to the appearance of abnormal involuntary movements.

That the HDRP metabolic network and its nodes exhibit distinctive temporal profiles (Figure 4 and ref. 88) is consistent with the substantial regional variability that has been described in relation to the disease process (79). That said, several lines of evidence suggest that abnormal cellular metabolism may be a feature of the neuropathological process underlying HD. Non-neuronal tissues demonstrate metabolic impairments in HD patients (106, 107), and in brain, increases in lactate levels have been demonstrated (88).

Figure 3
Metabolic activity at key network nodes. (A) In the putamen, metabolic activity declined over time in premanifest subjects (P < 0.005). Relatively greater reductions were observed in the subgroup of premanifest gene carriers who subsequently phenoconverted (red) as compared to those who remained asymptomatic (blue). Mean metabolic activity is also displayed for the whole group (black). (B) Regional metabolic activity declined over time (P < 0.01). In the premanifest subjects who did not phenoconvert, thalamic metabolism was elevated at baseline and remained above normal at the subsequent two longitudinal time points. By contrast, baseline thalamic metabolic activity was also elevated in the premanifest subjects who subsequently phenoconverted, but then declined to normal levels as symptoms emerged. (C) Cerebellar metabolism was also elevated at baseline in premanifest subjects, but no subsequent changes were discerned. Mean globally normalized metabolic activity values (± 1 SEM) for the healthy control subjects are represented by horizontal dashed lines. Error bars represent 1 SEM at each time point. Reprinted with permission from Brain (88).

Figure 4
Hypothetical time course of changes in striatal D2 receptor binding, pattern expression, and regional metabolism in premanifest HD. The individual growth curve model (114) was applied to the longitudinal imaging data (88) to estimate the time course of these imaging measures in the period prior to clinical diagnosis. The decline in striatal D2 receptor binding (black) begins approximately 25 years before diagnosis (year 0). About 5 years later, striatal metabolism (green) begins to decline. Thalamic metabolic activity (blue) is likely elevated early on (exactly when is not known), but declines to normal levels as clinical signs (Unified HD Rating Scale [UHDRS] score, purple) become evident. HDRP activity is estimated to increase beginning approximately 15 years before diagnosis. This network measure likely increases for a number of years, then declines prior to symptom onset (see text). The horizontal dashed line represents the normal mean. Reprinted with permission from Brain (88).
utilizing magnetic resonance spectroscopy (108). Multiple biochemical studies have identified abnormalities in mitochondrion electron transport in HD (109–111). Mitochondrial toxins can induce selective striatal neurodegeneration in animal models that mimic HD neuropathology (112). Although the data suggest that the hypermetabolism observed in VL thalamus and cerebellum is compensatory in nature (88), it is also possible that this phenomenon reflects impending metabolic failure and cell death. Further studies will be needed to evaluate whether metabolic increases precede the onset of neurodegeneration in other brain regions, including the striatum.

Future directions
Recent theoretical advances in the multivariate modeling of time series data have allowed for substantial improvements in the statistical power and accuracy of large-scale brain networks in neurodegenerative disorders. In this regard, within-subject spatial covariance algorithms such as ordinal trends canonical variates analysis (113) are finding currency in the network analysis of longitudinal brain imaging data. In short, this approach identifies metabolic patterns in which subject expression changes over time in most, if not all, members of the cohort. This rigorous computational approach is likely to be useful in the analysis of longitudinal data from premanifest HD subjects, in which progressive network-level changes are likely to occur consistently in individual mutation carriers.

The combination of powerful network computational algorithms with subject level regression modeling techniques (114) is likely to generate a new class of progression biomarkers for preclinical HD. In addition to generating important translational data regarding the systems-level changes that underlie preclinical disease progression and phenocconversion, HD-related functional brain networks may prove valuable as biomarkers for the objective assessment of potential disease-modifying therapies.
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